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Abstract 

We present the effect of thermal treatment of carbon felt by gas flow containing 1% of 

oxygen at high temperature on the direct electron transfer and electrocatalytic oxygen 

reduction currents by a bilirubin oxidase (BOD) film directly adsorbed in the presence of 

carbon nanotubes on to a porous carbon felt (PCF). The upgraded properties (surface area, 

pore volume and hydrophilicity) of the resulting porous carbon felt (PCF) in comparison to 

commercial carbon felt (raw CF), creates a suitable support for the entrapment of MWCNTs 

bearing negative charges at neutral pH and BOD enzymes, all the components being 

entrapped in chitosan layer reticulated with glutaraldehyde. Since functional MWCNTs are 
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usually used to facilitate DET, we introduce COOH@MWCNTs, bearing negative charges at 

neutral pH, in the enzyme layer to evaluate their impact on the electron transfer properties 

with BOD. The enzyme immobilization efficiency is examined by varying the amount of the 

components and the immobilization procedure. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and 

chronoamperometry measurements are used to evaluate the electrochemical behavior of the 

enzymatic biocathodes. Based on the experimental results, we show that the optimized 

bioelectrode delivers a current density of 3.70 mA cm-2 at 0.15 V vs Ag/AgCl and could 

retain above 55 % of its initial response after 4 months, proving its outstanding performance. 

This new bioelectrode allows for optimal DET-type bioelectrocatalytic activity toward O2 

reduction and is a very promising candidate for the construction of 3-dimensional cathodes in 

(bio)-electrochemical devices needing high current output. 

Keywords: Carbon nanotubes, porous carbon felt, electroenzymatic reduction, electrostatic 

interactions, direct electron transfer, storage stability. 

 

1. Introduction 

Performance and operational stability of enzymatic electrodes have been addressed to 

design electrocatalytic biomaterials for bioenergy conversion, biosensing and 

bioreactors. Strategies have been developed to improve the electronic wiring of the 

redox enzymes through optimal methods in order to effectively incorporate enzymes 

into appropriate electrode materials, considering their fragile three dimensional 

conformation [1, 2]. The electrical connection of the enzymes to the electrode surface 

can be performed either by Mediated Electron Transfer (MET) in the presence of a 

redox mediator or by Direct Electron Transfer (DET). The advantage of the DET is the 

simplification in the construction of the bioelectrode, the absence of mediators that are 
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often health hazards and that may affect the kinetics and thermodynamics of the 

electrochemical reaction. However, DET is influenced by proper enzyme orientation to 

perform direct wiring with the electrode surface and the efficiency of the mechanism 

depends on the amount of enzyme connected [3, 4]. 

Bilirubin oxidase (BOD), a blue multi-copper oxydoreductase enzyme, has been 

recognized as a highly efficient oxygen reduction catalyst at near neutral pH and at 

low-overpotential [5, 6]. The enzyme BOD contains four redox active Cu centers. The 

T1 Cu-center has been proposed to be the electron-receiving center from the electrode, 

and the dioxygen reduction was suggested to occur at the tri-nuclear Cu clusters of 

T2/T3. Reported studies showed that the oxygen reduction is highly effective with 

BOD immobilized onto the surface of various types of carbon nanocomposites, such as 

multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) [7-10], graphene [11, 12], and carbon 

nanofibers (CNFs) [13, 14]. Among these nanostructures, functional multi-walled 

carbon nanotubes have been mainly used to efficiently connect the redox centers of the 

BOD and the electrode surface, thus creating different architectures. On the molecular 

scale, the functional MWCNTs walls consist of sp2 graphene carbon atoms with 

hydroxyl, amine, and carboxyl groups that exhibit better interfacial bonding strength, 

better dispersion and better flexibility. 

Different approaches involving surface functional groups positively or negatively 

charged or with orientation capability have shown to drastically affect enzyme 

orientation and interface interactions [7, 11, 15-19]. The surroundings of the T1 site of 

BOD being charge positively in the pH range [7-10],[17], the best approach to achieve 

bioelectrocatalytic efficiency of ORR is to develop supports with hydrophilic surfaces 

and negative charges. 
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In this work, we design a novel biocathode by combining the surface of porous CF 

with MWCNTs-COOH bearing negative charges that are essential to improve proper 

orientation of the T1 site of BOD for DET-type bioelectrocatalytic activity [5, 20]. The 

three-dimensional carbon felt (CF) owns properties such as low weight, high chemical 

resistance, high thermal stability, and easy handling [21], and was applied in various 

applications relevant to water treatment [22], vanadium redox flow batteries [23-25], 

microbial fuel cell [26], and electrochemical technologies [27, 28]. We recently 

showed that thermal treatment of the CF under gas flow containing 1% of oxygen 

during 1 h at 1000 °C improves the surface area (63.88 m2/g value) and the hydrophilic 

properties along with the electrochemical properties [29]. The entrapment of CNTs on 

the surface of the porous CF (CNTs/PCF) combines the attractive properties of both 

nanoscale and micro-meter scale material. In addition, porous structures allow for the 

generation of current densities in the range of mA cm-2 owing to their ability to 

immobilize a large amount of enzymes into their intra-nanospaces [16, 30-32]. 

There is two common ways to combine enzymes and CNTs in enzymatic electrodes: (i) 

Enzymes are immobilized after fixing CNTs on dense electrodes through various 

techniques as drop casting [33], dip coating [34], growth of aligned MWCNTs directly 

onto electrode surfaces [18] and (ii) Enzymes are firstly bound to CNTs and both of 

them are then covered on the support or compressed into pellet for direct use as 

bioanode/cathode [35].  

We first undertake the adsorption of the BOD enzymes by adsorption on the PCF 

support followed by confinement in a chitosan (CS) layer. Chitosan, an N-deacetylated 

derivative of chitin, is commonly used for immobilization enzymes due to its excellent 

capability for film formation, nontoxicity, biocompatibility and mechanical strength 

through the presence of reactive amino (-NH2) and hydroxyl function (-OH) groups 
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anchoring on chitosan chains [36, 37]. In our study, CS is used in combination with 

glutaraldehyde (GA), because it can be easily crosslinked by reagents such as GA or 

formaldehyde to form a rigid aquagel [38]. The efficiency of the enzyme 

immobilization made by impregnation on the porous electrode is examined by varying 

the amount of chitosan and glutaraldehyde components. Since functional MWCNTs 

are usually used to facilitate DET, in a second step we introduce COOH@MWCNTs, 

bearing negative charges at neutral pH, in the enzyme layer to evaluate their impact on 

the electron transfer properties with BOD. In addition, the free carboxyl groups of the 

CNTs can react with chitosan via crosslinking using glutaraldehyde and retain the 

enzyme bioactivity for a long period [39, 40]. 

Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and chronoamperometry measurements were used to 

evaluate the electrochemical behavior of the enzymatic biocathodes. We explore the 

interactions between the components of the biocathode on the DET-type 

bioelectrocatalytic activity of BOD to propose a bioelectrode which exhibits high 

catalytic activity and longevity for oxygen reduction. We evaluate the efficiency of the 

orientation of BOD on charged surfaces by evaluating the ratio between MET/DET in 

addition to the DET current value obtained by LSV experiments. This new electrode 

promises to bring useful and interesting development for (bio)-electrochemical 

applications. 

 

2. Experimental 

2. 1. Materials 

The multi-walled carbon nanotubes (Thin MWCNTs@COOH, 95 %) were obtained 

from Nanocyl S. A, Belgium. The carbon felt was purchased from A Johnson Matthey 
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Co., Germany. Potassium hexacyanoferrate (≥ 99%) and potassium nitrate (≥ 99%) 

were bought from Fluka, enzyme bilirubin oxidase Myrothecium verrucaria (BOD, 

2.51 U/mg solid) from Amano Enzyme Inc., Japan; potassium hydroxide (KOH pellets 

pure) from Merck; glutaraldehyde (25 wt.% in H2O),; D-(+)-glucose monohydrate; 

chitosan; 2,2′-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS); acid sulfuric 

(98%) from Sigma-Aldrich, and used without further purification. Dihydrogen 

phosphate monohydrate (NaH2PO4.H2O) and di-sodium hydrogen phosphate 

(Na2HPO4) salts from Merck were employed for the preparation of the buffer 

phosphate pH 7.0 (PBS). The aqueous solutions were prepared using 18.2 MΩ cm 

MilliQ water (Millipore). 

 

2.2. Preparation of biocathode from porous carbon felt and CNTs 

The commercial carbon felt with a dimension of 5.0 cm x 1.0 cm x 1.27 cm was first 

cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with acetone for 2h to remove adsorbed contaminations, 

followed by thorough rinse with deionized water and dried at 600C for 24h. This 

pretreated carbon felt was denoted as raw CF. After that, these carbonaceous samples 

were thermal treated in a tubular furnace (Vecstar Ltd), feeding by a mixture of N2/O2 

with 1% of oxygen during 1h at 1000°C through keeping constantly the income gas 

flow at 200 mL/min. This sample was noted as Porous Carbon Felt (PCF). 

 In the following step, the biocathode was prepared according to three enzyme 

immobilization procedures (A, B and C) on the PCF (with a projected surface area of 1 

cm2 and 1.27 cm thick): 

(A) 300 µL of the enzyme BOD (19.5 mg mL-1) in PBS at pH 7.0 was casted on the 

PCF until complete absorption of the solution inside the porous electrode. The enzyme 

loading was calculated as 5.8 mg. After drying under a light air flow for approximately 
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1 h, the modified electrode was covered by a layer of CS. The solution was prepared 

by dissolving 1 wt.% of CS in 1 mL of acetic acid solution (1 vol.%) until complete 

dissolution to form a viscous solution, followed by the addition of 50 µL of 

glutaraldehyde. The biocathode was labeled PCF-BOD (Figure 1 A). 

(B) two successive layers were drop casted onto the PCF. The first layer consisted of 3 

mL homogeneous suspension of CNTs (1.67 mg mL-1) dispersed in a mixture 

ethanol/water (1/9) with the aid of an ultrasonic probe system (SONOPULS HD 3100; 

60% amplitude) for 1 h and mixed with the enzyme BOD 300 µL (19.5 mg mL-1) in 

PBS at pH 7.0. The PCF was incubated in the prepared mixture until complete 

absorption of the solution inside the porous electrode. After drying under a light air 

flow for approximately 1 h, the modified electrode was covered by a layer of CS 

reticulated in the presence of glutaraldehyde. The biocathode was labeled 

MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD (mixing) (Figure 1 B).  

(C) three layers were successively drop-casted onto the carbon felt after complete 

absorption of the solutions inside the porous electrode. The first layer was 3 mL of the 

CNTs (1.67 mg mL-1) homogenized in ethanol/water (1/9). The second layer was 300 

µL of the BOD solution in PBS (19.5 mg mL-1) (pH 7.0). The electrode was dried after 

each deposition under a light air flow for approximately 1 h. The final layer was made 

of CS (1 mg mL-1) reticulated by the addition of glutaraldehyde. The biocathode 

produced by this second method was noted as MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD (layers) 

(Figure 1 C). 

The same enzyme loading was used for the three methods A, B and C. In this study, we 

did not investigate the impact of the fabrication method on the loading of BOD. The 

different performances of biocathodes fabricated by these three methods were 

evaluated by measuring the generated current by linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) 
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measurements and the stability by chronoamperometry measurements. The differences 

come from the immobilization methods that influence the electrostatic interactions and 

thus the orientation of the enzymes for efficient electron transfer. The resulting 

bioelectrodes were dried at 5 °C for 48 h before the test regarding the O2 reduction 

reaction. After the first test, the electrodes were stored in the fridge in a PBS at (pH 7) 

until further stability tests were performed. 

 

Figure 1. Scheme of the three different enzyme immobilization procedures (A, B, C) on the 

PCF electrode supports based on the components: BOD, CNTs, Chitosan (CS) and 

glutaraldehyde (GA). 

 

The enzyme loading was calculated as 5.8 mg according to the procedures of enzyme 

immobilization, however, when the electrodes are soaked in solution, enzyme leaching 

occurred. The amount of BOD non-specifically immobilized on the raw, PCF and 

MWCNTs@COOH/PCF biocathodes was estimated from the difference in enzyme 

concentration in the solution where the biocathodes were immersed before and after 

enzyme adsorption. The enzyme concentration was evaluated by measuring the activity 

of BOD by spectrophotometry from the oxidation rate of ABTS2- in 0.1 M phosphate 

buffer of pH 7.0 at ambient temperature under air bubbling. The increase in absorbance 

corresponded to the production rate of ABTS.- oxidation product and was followed at 

420 nm. As observed in Table 1, enzyme leaching mainly occurred for the raw CF 
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bioelectrodes (34.5%), in contrast with the PCF-BOD and MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-

BOD electrodes which only lost 3.6 and 1.3 %, respectively. 

 

Table 1: Estimated BOD leaching and final BOD loading on the biocathodes for the raw CF, 

PCF and MWCNTs@COOH/PCF electrodes. 

 raw CF-BOD PCF-BOD MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD 

Enzyme leaching (%) 34.5 3.6 1.3 

Final enzyme loading (mg) 3.80 5.60 5.79 

 

2.3. Electrode characterization 

The morphology of the electrodes was characterized by scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM, Hitachi S-4800), home-made contact angle meter, Raman X-Ray (Raman 

OMARS 89 (DILOR)), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) on an ESCALAB 

250 (Thermo Electron) with a monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6 eV) source. The analyzed 

surface had a 400 µm diameter. The background signal was removed using the Shirley 

method [41]. The surface atomic concentrations were determined from photoelectron 

peaks areas using the atomic sensitivity factors reported by Scofield [42]. Binding 

energies (BE) of all core levels were referred to the C=C of C1s carbon at 284.4 eV. 

Electrochemical measurements were carried out using an Ametek-Versa Stat 3 

potentiostat on a conventional three-electrode assembly composed of a stainless steel 

counter electrode, an Ag/AgCl (saturated KCl) reference electrode, and the modified 

PCFs as working electrode. Oxygen reduction was performed by linear sweep 

voltammetry (LSV at a scan rate of 3 mV s-1) and chronoamperometry measurements 

(at a fixed potential of 0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl) in O2-saturated PBS (pH 7.0, 0.1 M) after 

stabilization of the open circuit potential of BOD-modified biocathode. The current 

mailto:MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD%20electrodes%20which%20lost%203.6
mailto:MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD%20electrodes%20which%20lost%203.6
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density was normalized by the projected surface area of the electrodes, i.e. the 

geometrical area of the base of a parallelepiped rectangle. The stability of the 

biocathodes was monitored during 4 months. 

3. Results and discussion  

3.1. Material characteristic 

The structural morphology of the PCF material was first characterized before using as 

support in the construction of enzymatic electrode. SEM experiments highlight the 

different steps in the fabrication of the electrode support (Figure 2). The raw CF 

(Figure 2 a) is characterized by a smooth surface (with low surface area 0.09 m2/g 

[29]), whereas the PCF (Figure 2 b) is rough and porous, as the result of thermal 

treatment by gas flow containing 1% of oxygen at high temperature. Due to its 

outstanding properties (surface area of 63.9 m2/g and pore volume of 0.071 cm³/g 

calculated by BET which is 700 times higher than the raw CF [29]), PCF becomes a 

suitable support for the homogeneous coating of MWCNTs@COOH in its porous 

structure (Figure 2 c). 

 

Figure 2. Surface morphology of (a) raw CF, (b) PCF and (c) MWCNTs@COOH-PCF at the 

same magnification 
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The presence of the CNTs on the PCF support was pointed out by the Raman spectra in 

Figure 3. The graphitic structure of the raw CF, PCF and CNTs-PCF is depicted by the 

representative peaks at 1322 cm-1, 1583 cm-1 corresponding to the D band and G band, 

respectively and their overtones at 2640 cm-1 and 2903 cm-1. The G band is 

characteristic for the zone center vibration of carbon atoms against each other's in the 

layer planes and G band shows the vibration mode of sp2-bonded carbon atoms in a 2D 

hexagonal lattice. The intensity ratio between the D band and G band of CNTs-PCF 

(1.584) increases in comparison to 1.250 and 1.414 for PCF and raw CF, respectively, 

which proves the successful modification of MWCNTs-COOH on PCF support. We 

note here that this high value of (ID/IG) indicates the presence of high degree of 

disorder in the multilayer configuration of multiwall carbon nanotubes [43, 44]. 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of Raman spectra of raw CF, PCF and CNTs-PCF 

 

Further investigations on the surface composition of the electrodes were performed by 

XPS analysis, as shown in Figure 4, and the elemental compositions of the presented 

materials were listed in Table 2. The XPS spectra clearly show the presence of carbon 
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with the appearance of C=C bonds at 284.4 eV, C-C at 285 eV and of carbon-oxygen 

bonds like C-O at 286.2 eV, C=O at 288 eV, and COOH at 289 eV. The O/C ratio 

increases from 0.03 for raw CF to 0.09 for CNTs-PCF, due to the carboxylate groups 

(COOH) anchored in MWCNTs framework. The significant rise of this ratio for PCF, 

0.16, comes from the presence of functional oxygen groups induced by thermal 

treatment at high temperature under a nitrogen gas flow mixed with 1% of oxygen. The 

appearance of oxygen groups contributes to the hydrophilic improvement of PCF and 

CNTs-PCF for growth of immobilized enzyme amount. 

  

 

Figure 4. C1s XPS spectra of (a) raw CF, (b) PCF and (c) CNTs-PCF 

 

Table 2. The compositions of carbon and oxygen in raw CF, PCF and CNTs-PCF 

Name XPS peak At. % 

raw CF 

C1s 97.0 

O1s 3.0 
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Name XPS peak At. % 

PCF 

C1s 86.4 

O1s 13.6 

CNTs-PCF 

C1s 92.1 

O1s 7.9 

 

3.2. Optimization of the enzymatic biocathode for efficient O2 electroreduction 

The PCF support was herein employed as support to construct a BOD/chitosan layer-

based biocathode applied to the DET reaction of oxygen electro-reduction. First, for 

determining optimization of the enzyme layer, we inspected the influence of the two 

components glutaraldehyde (GA) and chitosan (CS). Second, carboxylated-MWCNTs 

were incorporated into the layer to improve the connection between the redox centers 

of the enzyme and the electrode surface. LSV and chronoamperometry measurements 

were performed to evaluate the electrochemical behavior of the enzymatic biocathodes 

toward the O2 electroreduction. 

 

3.2.1. Influence of Glutaraldehyde (GA) amount 
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Figure 5. LSV curves of O2 electroreduction on the PCF biocathode immobilized with the 

enzyme BOD entrapped in a chitosan layer with different amounts of glutaraldehyde. Scan 

rate of 3 mV s−1, O2-saturated PBS 0.1 M, pH 7.0 at 30 °C. 

The PCF support was modified with enzymes entrapped in CS matrix in the presence 

of GA. The purpose of employing glutaraldehyde is to reticulate the chitosan film in 

order to create a denser and more stable structure, able to keep the enzymes active. GA 

has two aldehyde functionalities and is able to form covalent bonds both between NH2 

groups from different CS chains and between NH2 groups of enzyme and CS [45]. To 

evaluate the effect of glutaraldehyde towards the electrochemical performance of the 

electrode, various amounts of GA (10, 20, 50, 100 µL at concentration of 25%) were 

dissolved in 1 wt.% of CS in 1 mL of acetic acid solution. The resulting LSV curves, 

obtained in O2-saturated PBS at pH 7.0 (Figure 5), show that the average open circuit 

potential is 0.42 V vs Ag/AgCl (in good agreement with reported values for BOD 

Myrothecium verrucaria [46]), and the increase of GA amount in the range of 10 µL - 

50 µL affects the catalytic activity of the electrodes. At 0.15 V vs Ag/AgCl, the current 

density increases from 1104 µA cm-2 to 1708 µA cm-2 for 10 µL and 50 µL, 

respectively. However, an higher amount of GA causes excessive crosslinking and that 

might impede the access of active BOD [47]. Therefore, GA is effective in enhancing 

catalytic activity of the enzymatic layer, contrary to layer-by-layer configuration based 

on the polymer polyaniline where the usage of GA only influenced the leaching-out of 

enzymes and thus the electrode stability [46]. In our study, 50 µL of GA solution was 

considered as the optimal amount of the crosslinking reagent for the preparation of the 

CS layer. 

Besides, the shape of the curves indicates that at high potentials, the catalytic wave has 

a quasi-sigmoidal shape, whereas at lower potentials the current gradually increases 
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without reaching a real plateau, suggesting that the bioelectrocatalytic process is rate-

limited by a dispersion of interfacial DET rates, as it has been already reported [30, 48, 

49]. During adsorption process, the enzyme molecules may adopt a dispersion of 

possible orientations while maintaining electron exchange with the electrode surface. 

 

3.2.2 Influence of Chitosan (CS) amount 

The usage of CS aims to improve the enzyme absorption and the stability of 

biocathodes, whereas in its absence biocathodes can present lower stability with a loss 

of enzyme activity up to 5-8 times higher compared to chitosan film-coated electrode 

[50]. Based on our above results, different concentrations of chitosan (0.5, 1, 2, 4 

wt.%) were evaluated to find out the best polymer layer. The catalytic activity and the 

stability of the biocathodes were gained by measuring on LSV curves the delivered 

current density at the fixed potential of 0.15V (vs Ag/AgCl) under periodic 

measurements for one month. As shown in Figure 6, for the lowest CS concentration of 

0.5%, the biocathode rapidly loses its activity the first 10 days. After 1 month, the 

electroactivity of the biocathode was only 28.5% of its initial activity. For higher CS 

concentrations, more than 60 % of the initial current density is retained after one 

month. This confirms that the longevity of the biocathode is prolonged by the CS that 

promotes the adhesion capability of active immobilized enzymes [51]. Nevertheless, it 

should be noted that a too thick layer of CS on the electrode surface induces a negative 

function which hinders the DET between redox enzymes and electrode, because CS is 

nearly nonconductive and hampers the transition of electron [52]. Indeed, the current 

density value is higher with the presence of CS 1 wt.%, indicating that this value is the 

best to prepare the biocathodes. 
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Figure 6. Long-term stability study of the BOD bioelectrodes evaluated from the maximum 

current densities at 0.15V vs Ag/AgCl extracted from LSV curves toward O2 electroreduction 

in O2 saturated PBS (pH 7.0), with different concentrations of chitosan (0.5, 1, 2, 4 wt.%). 

Bioelectrodes stored in PBS solution at 5 °C between measurements. (RSD: 12% (n=3)). 

 

3.2.3 Influence of the procedure for enzyme immobilization  

Figure 1 shows the schematic illustrations of the three procedures to construct the 

enzyme layer. The catalytic layer was modified by adding MWCNTs@COOH 

following two ways: (i) the enzymes and the MWCNTs were mixed previous their 

immobilization (procedure B); and (ii) a first layer of MWCNTs was casted onto the 

support followed by a second layer of BOD (procedure C).  

To deduce the optimized procedure that promotes enzyme orientation for efficient DET 

mechanism, LSV and chronoamperometry measurements were performed for the 

biocathodes: raw CF-BOD, PCF-BOD, MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD (mixing) and  

MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD (mixing) and MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD (layers) 

(Figure 7). To claim that direct current production is catalyzed by bilirubin oxidase, 

additional LSV experiments were performed on raw CF, PCF, 

MWCNTs@COOH/PCF electrodes without immobilizing BOD enzyme. The resulting 
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LSV curves are presented in Figure S1. It is obvious from the open circuit potential 

and the current densities that the O2 reduction is catalyzed by the enzyme. Regarding 

Figure 7a, two noticeable effects are observed: first, PCF electrode exposes a 

substantial advance as its cathodic current density is 8 times higher than bare CF that 

delivers approximately 300 µA cm-2. The improvement of the surface area and the 

hydrophilicity by thermal treatment of the PCF support allows low leaching of the 

enzymes from the electrode (3.6 %, see Table 1) compared to the raw CF support 

(34.5%), thus demonstrating that the porosity promotes enzyme loading [29].  

Second, the response of the current density curve for the PCF-BOD and 

MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD biocathodes is almost linear over the whole potential 

range. This result indicates that the two carbon materials present regions with different 

charged surfaces that may induce superposition of different electrochemical rate 

constants [48]. Besides, in the presence of the MWCNTs@COOH in the enzyme layer 

of the biocathode, the open circuit potential shits nearly 50 mV more positive (0.45 V 

vs Ag/AgCl) and the delivered current is higher. To recognize the role of the PCF 

material and the MWCNTs, the active surface area was evaluated from cyclic 

voltammetry curves plotted in phosphate buffer (pH 7), and presented in Figure S2. 

The presence of the micropores in PCF material results in a huge increase in the 

envelope current in comparison to the raw CF that is even more pronounced with the 

addition of the MWCNTs, meaning that the nanostructures induce further improvement 

in active surface area. Besides, the final enzyme loading being similar for both kinds of 

biocathodes (see Table 1), one can assume that the presence of CNTs are essential to 

improve proper orientation of the T1 site of BOD for efficient DET-type 

bioelectrocatalytic activity. 
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It was also observed that the mixing of the CNTs with the enzymes in the biocathode 

MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD (designated as “mixing”) allows better direct electrical 

connection compared to the layered structure of the biocathode 

MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD (designated as “layers”). In fact, we can assume that 

mixing the enzymes and the CNTs previous to their immobilization (procedure B) 

allows high contact between MWCNTs and BOD which induced better efficient 

vicinity in comparison to the layered methods (procedure C). The high surface area, the 

hydrophilicity, and porous structure of the PCF used in this work provides for high 

access to the active enzymes and CNTs in the whole framework that influence the 

electrostatic interactions and thus the orientation of the enzymes for efficient electron 

transfer. 

The efficiency of the DET was characterized by measuring the ratio of the current 

density in the absence and in presence of the redox mediator ABTS (0.5 mM) 

introduced in the solution when the biocathodes were polarized with a constant 

potential (0.15 V vs. Ag/AgCl) [7, 19, 53]. ABTS is a small and soluble molecule that 

promotes electron relays to approach all the active enzymes in the layer contributing to 

mediated electron transfer (MET) [14]. The relative ratio of the generated current 

density before and after the addition of ABTS thus indicates the proportion of BOD for 

which the specific orientation does not allow direct electrical connection. The 

experiment was conducted at 0.15 V vs. Ag/AgCl where the electron transfer rate is 

fast. As shown in Figure 7b, the generated current is very low on the raw CF 

biocathode indicating a poor DET for dioxygen reduction, and increases rapidly to 1.5 

mA cm-2 upon addition of ABTS. However, for the PCF-BOD, the proportion of the 

current density before and after addition of ABTS in the solution was around 0.5 mA 

cm-2, indicating that almost half of the enzymes amount is properly oriented to undergo 
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DET. The enhanced current density, before the addition of ABTS, confirms 

improvements of the surface area and hydrophilicity of the electrode surface by 

thermal treatment that promote better access to the enzymes and oxygen diffusion to 

the electrode surface. Finally, a strong amelioration of the electroactivity of the 

biocathode MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD (mixing) is noticed in the presence of the 

MWCNTs@COOH. The generated current density is the highest and is not affected in 

the presence of ABTS, suggesting that the presence of the MWCNTs with negatively 

charged surface provides an extra enhancement of the immobilized enzyme DET 

reaction rate. This result confirms the importance of both the charge of the electrode 

surface and the surroundings of the T1 site to ensure proper and efficient electrical 

connection of the adsorbed enzymes [19]. Although comparison with literature is not 

straightforward (due to differences in enzyme activities, concentrations, electrode 

materials, etc.), PCF bioelectrodes presented competitive efficiency with other reported 

works focusing on nanostructured electrodes for bioelectrocatalysis of dioxygen 

reduction. For example, according to Flexer et al., the stability of the catalytic current 

on the porous biocathode electrode (carbonaceous micro/macrocellular-BOD) foams 

during several days have shown very promising results, with current losses below 20% 

per day, after the first day [30]. This electrode could generate a catalytic current 

density of 2.1 mA cm-2 at 0 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Comparing to this result, our work 

presented better result when after 10 days, the loss was 20% and the current density at 

0 V vs. Ag/AgCl for MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD (mixing) biocathode was 3.7 mA 

cm-2. 
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Figure 7. LSV curves of O2 electroreduction at scan rate of 3 mV s−1, in O2-saturated PBS 0.1 

M, pH 7.0; b) Chronoamperometry measurements at 0.15 V vs. Ag/AgCl before and after the 

addition of ABTS 0.5 mM in the solution for the different biocathodes; and (c) Storage 

stability of raw CF-BOD, PCF-BOD, MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD (mixing) biocathodes. 

(RSD: 12% (n=3)). 

With the determination of the best MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD (mixing) layer 

configuration, the amount of CNTs was varied in the enzyme layer and the current 

density was measured at 0.15 V vs Ag/AgCl from LSV experiments (Figure 8). The 

benefit coming from the CNTs usage is observed in the range from 1 mg to 5 mg for 

which the steady state value is reached. Hence, despite the excess of 10 mg of CNTs, 
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the delivered current density still keeps almost unchanged suggesting that the increase 

of the electroactive surface area promoted by the MWCNTs is not fully saturated by 

the enzymes. To claim this hypothesis, additional cyclic voltammetry curves were 

plotted in phosphate buffer of pH 7 and presented in Figure S3. As observed, the active 

surface area increases in the presence of higher MWCNT loading.  

After 20 days, the electrodes exhibit between 70 and 78% of their initial activity that 

supports the benefit of the CS+GA layer to prolong the longevity and the adhesion 

capability of active immobilized enzymes [51]. 

Finally, in view of practical applications, we investigated the stability of the 

biocathode adopting the configuration MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD (mixing) (with 5 

mg of CNTs) by measuring the electrochemical activity for the Oxygen Reduction 

Reaction by LSV over a longer period of 4 months (Figure 7c). The stability of the 

biocathodes raw CF-BOD and PCF-BOD bioelectrodes was also studied for 

comparison. The electrodes were stored at 5°C between each test. The electrodes 

MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD (mixing) and PCF-BOD still kept 55 % and 53% of 

their original activity owing to the upgraded properties of PCF (surface area and pore 

volume), creating a suitable support for favorable DET process and enzyme 

interactions with its porous structure and for the O2 diffusion, resulting to biocathodes 

with outstanding performance for biofuel cell applications. Work is now in progress in 

in order to design a new cell and modify our equipment in order to be able to determine 

the practical stability of the cell. 
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Figure 8. Delivered current density (mA cm-2) measured at 0.15 V vs. Ag/AgCl as a function 

of time of the MWCNTs@COOH/PCF-BOD (mixing) biocathode for different CNTs 

amounts. (RSD: 12% (n=3)). 

4. Conclusions 

We propose an efficient interface for enzymatic electrocatalysis of O2 reduction by the 

enzyme BOD that combines a porous carbon felt (PCF) with hydrophilic surface 

properties generated by thermal treatment and MWCNTs@COOH owing negative 

charges. The improvement of the surface area, hydrophilicity, and porous structure of 

the PCF, without the use of specific reagents, provides for high access to active 

enzymes and CNTs in the whole framework of the PCF to prolong the electrochemical 

storage stability in the presence of chitosan and glutaraldehyde. 

The combination of many factors (hydrophilic property of PCF, GA crosslinking, 

adhesion capability of CS, promoter of carboxylated MWCNTs) at the same time 

upgrades considerably the electrochemical performance and the lifetime of the new 

biocathode. We show that mixing the enzymes and the CNTs previous their 

immobilization is more favorable for better orientation of the T1 vicinity of the BOD 

by the charged surface of the CNTs. Based on the ratio of MET/DET with a value 
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almost zero, deduced from chronoamperometry measurements, we show that the 

resulting material allows for optimal DET-type bioelectrocatalytic activity toward O2 

reduction. The construction of this 3-dimensional electrode promises to bring useful 

and interesting development for (bio)-electrochemical needing high current output such 

as biofuel cells. 
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